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Ahmedabad: Narsinhbhai So-
lanki, a supporter of Prime Mi-
nister Narendra Modi, has mo-
ved a local court demanding ban
on a book published recently in
Gujarati on the PM’s alleged fai-
lure to fulfil promises made du-
ring the 2014 general elections.
The litigant, who has objected to
this publication, has also made
Modi a party-respondent in the
civil suit.

JR Shah, a resident of Paldi,
has written a book titled, ‘Fekuji
Have Dilli Ma’ (Fekuji is now in
Delhi) and got it published by
his own venture, J R Enterprise.
The book allegedly talks about
the promises that Modi had ma-
de during the campaign for the
2014 parliamentary elections.

Finding the book’s title and

content offensive, Solanki, a re-
sident of Behrampura who cla-
ims to be a social worker, filed a
suit in the city civil court on
Thursday seeking directions
restraining Shah from printing
the book further and stopping
its sale with immediate effect.

Solanki’s advocate, M S
Bhavsar, told TOI that the book
is all about the Prime Minister’s
unfulfilled promises. “We have
demanded a ban on this book on
the ground that the title itself is
defamatory and it can hurt the
feelings of the Prime Minister
and his supporters,” Bhavsar
said. The lawyer further said
that they had argued in their pe-
tition that the Narendra Modi
government had been in power
for only two years. 

“This is too short a period in
which things can be changed in
the country. There is still time
for the government to perform
and fulfil all the promises that
Modi had made during last elec-
tions. It is not fair to judge him so
soon and publish books with de-
famatory titles,” said Bhavsar.

‘Ban book on Modi’s
broken promises’
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A Thaltej resident
has filed a
complaint against a
mamlatdar, his wife
and daughter for
cheating. Rajkumar
Rai said Mahendra
Pandya, his wife
Damyanti and
daughter Priyanka
got a flat from him
to stay for some
time but did not
vacate it when
demanded. TNN
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